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Editorial

Op
orrecting the Record I: Plagiarism

ast month’s editorial �“Tools of the Plague”� discussed
he means that the editors and SPIE’s journals staff use to
revent plagiarism and other violations of professional
thics in archival publishing. But what if a plagiarized
aper slips through our defenses and then is identified
fter publication? When papers only existed in printed
orm, a correction or other notice was placed in the jour-
al. While this provided a notice that the paper contained
uplicated or copied material, there was no way to re-
rieve the paper or expunge the work. Another author that
ound the paper might still reference it, unaware that the
aper was fraudulent. With the advent of electronic pub-
ication, this has changed.

I have no hard evidence that most authors rely on in-
ernet search to find relevant papers and obtain electronic
opies through their libraries or the publisher. But con-
ider the time saved and more complete coverage that
odern journal searches provide compared to the days
hen we trudged through the stacks seeking potentially

nteresting papers. Few of us have the inclination or time
o regress to those earlier days. I would venture to say that
ost papers are now acquired electronically. And because

he publisher’s digital library represents the primary
ource of the papers these days �in some cases, the only
ource�, an ethics violation can be effectively revealed
nd redressed on the citation page for the paper.

But how should the violation be redressed? Should the
aper remain posted online with a notice of violation or
etraction, but still allow downloading, which is how
ome publishers handle these circumstances? Or should a
otification be posted and the paper removed and replaced
nstead with an explanation and references to the original
tical Engineering 100101
sources? My colleague, Karolyn Labes, Optical Engineer-
ings’s Managing Editor, asked the staff of a publisher of
scientific journals how they handled such a publication
violation. They responded: “In cases where we’ve identi-
fied plagiarism in published articles, we have generally
either published an erratum �if the extent of plagiarism is
small� or a retraction �if the plagiarism is extensive and
includes the main points of the paper�…. In general,
though, even if a retraction has been published the origi-
nal article has been left intact online, but with clear links
in the Tables of Content entry and abstract to the retrac-
tion.” The publisher indicated that they would remove a
published article only if legally compelled to do so �e.g.,
by a court�. Their view is that although these articles are
flawed, they “have become part of the literature and are
important at least as examples of what not to do.”

Eric Pepper, SPIE’s Director of Publications, posed the
same question to an engineering publisher and was told
that they, like the scientific publisher, do not remove the
offending paper. “We feel strongly that the paper must
remain online…, not only because we don’t want to alter
the official archive but mostly because we want the paper
to be marked as illicit…. We place a Notice of Violation
that points the user to the original paper that was plagia-
rized so the user may examine the nature of the miscon-
duct.”

After considerable deliberation, we decided to take a
different approach. We took the corrective actions of re-
moving the published paper from the online version of
Optical Engineering and inserting a notice stating the rea-
son for its removal. For the print version we will publish
a note with the same information. This modifies the
record of SPIE publications, not as a matter of tidying up
the record, but rather to direct the reader and researcher to
the actual source of the work. In addition, it keeps faith
with those who published the original work. In the case of
the publishers we queried, a disclaimer may have been
added to the record of a plagiarized paper, but the paper is
still available to be quoted, referenced, and linked by
those who are not diligent in their work. To my mind, that
approach seems to be more punitive than helpful. The
very fact that the paper is pulled and the citation replaced
by references to the original sources serves both to keep
faith with the authors of the original work and to publicly
reprimand the plagiarizer.

What do you think?

Donald C. O’Shea
Editor
October 2007/Vol. 46�10�-1
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Editorial

Op
orrecting the Record II: Errors

o you’ve just published last year’s work in Optical En-
ineering and have moved on to the next phase that you
escribed to the National Science Foundation two years
go. You are in the process of reconfiguring the system for
he next set of experiments and your graduate student
ticks his head in the door.

“Y’know that neutral density filter that we put in to
eep the detector from saturating?” he asks.

“Yeah. What’s the problem?”
“Well, I thought it was an ND1. But when I dismantled

he source I found that it was an ND2 and that’s going to
hrow the irradiance calculation off by a factor of ten.”

There is a sinking feeling in the pit of your stomach.
ou were sure you had checked that, but it has been some

ime since the system was put together and no one else on
he team caught it. Darn! But the data is still good, it’s just
matter of revising the calculations with the correct irra-

iance value. And that might explain why we had ques-
ions about the lower illumination values….

You prepare a revised paper and submit it to the jour-
al. It is approved with one of the reviewers, who had
een the earlier paper, making a snarky comment about
he mistake. But there is a problem: how do you treat the
arlier paper with the incorrect results?

Last month’s editorial �“Correcting the Record I: Pla-
iarism”� discussed how plagiarized papers could be
andled in this brave new digital world. It described two
pproaches to the online versions of papers whose authors
lagiarized others. One of them consisted of adding a note
bout the plagiarism on the web page that links to the
TML version and .pdf file, as well as a note within the
ersions themselves that references the plagiarized
ource. The second approach also added a note to the
ffect that the paper was removed because of plagiarism
nd the offending paper was replaced with the references
o the plagiarized papers.

But what about the kind of errors caused during the
erformance of an experiment, as described above? In
ays of old, when only print ruled the journal world, an
rrata would be published in a later issue of the journal.
tical Engineering 110101
But in these digital days, when the record is accessible
and correctable, how should such errata be handled?

Just as some newspapers are considered “papers of
record,” all peer-reviewed journals, as far as I know, are
journals of record, archival repositories of the world’s sci-
entific and technical progress. In the case of newspapers
like the New York Times, certainly a paper of record, most
corrections are matters of fact. Corrections are made in
two ways. A notice is inserted in the print version of the
Times and a corresponding entry is made in the online
�digital� version. In the case of the correction to the digital
record, a notation, “Correction Appended,” is inserted just
before the dateline of the article �e.g., WASHINGTON,
Sept. 28�, the article itself is corrected, and the correction
is described at the bottom of the page. If the article takes
up more than one page, the notation and the description
are placed in the same location on all other pages.

Recently, there has been no need to correct anything in
Optical Engineering beyond an author’s affiliation and
some minor errors. In those cases, an “Errata” was added
to the next issue of the print version. This notice also
appeared in the Digital Library version of the journal. In
addition, the digital versions of the papers were corrected
and the correction date was inserted after the publication
date beneath the abstract.

In the case of typos, misattributions, or minor factual
errors, this approach seems to be appropriate, although I
would like to see a notice of the correction in the digital
version to be a bit more prominent. Of course, there needs
to be an evaluation of the importance of the error as it
relates to the content and conclusions found within the
paper. Because errors can range from simple typos to ma-
jor inaccuracies in the data, computation, or analysis that
affect conclusions, a single approach will not do.

In the hypothetical case advanced at the beginning, the
new values should be reported and any affected figures
revised. The paper could be corrected in much the same
manner as in the Times. But what if the errors drastically
change the conclusions of the paper? In that case, the
paper would need to be reviewed by the Associate Editor
and, perhaps, the original reviewers of the paper. It would
seem only right that the paper be given a new submission
date. As to the fate of the earlier �wrong� version, there
are two ways to proceed. One approach would be for the
authors to ask that the online version be withdrawn and
the later version be referenced there. However, as was
noted last month, pulling a paper is done only under ex-
traordinary circumstances. The other approach would be
to leave the paper in place and insert an “Author’s Note”
on the web pages of both the original and revised papers
and within the published papers themselves. As of right
now, I am not sure which way we will go.

Donald C. O’Shea
Editor
November 2007/Vol. 46�11�-1
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Publisher’s Note

pt. Eng. 44, 103601 (October 2005)

nalysis of characteristic param-
ters of a plasma ion source and
f ion-assisted deposited optical
hin films

. Faruk Farsakoğlu
urkish Land Forces Logistics Command
ptics Projects Management Division
6110 Gümüşdere
nkara, Turkey

The above-listed paper has been removed from the SPIE
igital Library due to the discovery that significant por-

ions of the text, figures, and equations were taken directly,
nd without proper credit and additional research original-
ty, from the following previously published papers by
ther researchers:

D. E. Morton and V. Fridman, “Measurement and Cor-
relation of Ion Beam Current Density to Moisture Sta-
bility of Oxide Film Stacks Fabricated by Cold Cathode
Ion Assisted Deposition,� 41st Annual Technical Confer-
ence Proceedings, Society of Vacuum Coaters, pp. 297–
302 �1998�.

O. Zabeida, J. E. Klemberg-Sapieha, L. Martinu, and D.
E. Morton, “Ion Bombardment Characteristics During
the Growth of Optical Films Using a Cold Cathode Ion
Source,” 42nd Annual Technical Conference Proceed-
ings, Society of Vacuum Coaters, pp. 267–272 �1999�.

D. E. Morton, “The Effects of Pumping Speed on the
Operation of a Cold Cathode Ion Source,” 43rd Annual
Technical Conference Proceedings, Society of Vacuum
Coaters, pp. 207–211 �2000�.

s stated in the SPIE Publication Ethics Guidelines, “SPIE
efines plagiarism as the reuse of someone else’s prior
deas, processes, results, or words without explicit attribu-
ion of the original author and source.... SPIE considers
lagiarism in any form to be unacceptable and a serious
reach of professional conduct.” Therefore, this paper was
emoved from the SPIE Digital Library on November 16,
007. The citations are provided here so that interested
eaders can access the information from the original

ources.
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